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MINIMAL EXPOSURE POLISHED CONCRETE – CLIENT UNDERSTANDING DOCUMENT
Floor Composition:
A minimal to no exposure floor means that we aim to polish the floor with the absolute
minimum exposure of aggregate (also referred to as ‘salt n pepper’ level of exposure). This
floor finish is undertaken to a hard trowelled flat concrete surface that is 32mpa in strength
and has been pumped at correct specification for this application. On completion the floor
will have a polished appearance, be hard wearing, be extremely functional and exhibit the
natural and individual character of the concrete substrate and its placement.
Surface effects and final finish:
This type of polished concrete surface is an individually finished surface with natural
variations in surface colour. This is the result of the placement technique and process, the
polishing process and the nature of the composition of cement, sand and aggregate.
Differences in surface colour and structure are to be expected and variations when viewed
in comparison to samples seen off site are also to be expected. Each floor is unique and will
exhibit the manmade placement process of this natural building material.
Even when the level of exposure of aggregate has been preceded by prior sampling,
objections to variations in colour and surface undulations such as trowel marks cannot be
accepted. It is often the case that segregation and variation of cement colour will be a result
of the placement process and may exhibit in the form of darker marks from concreter
footprints, helicopter marks, crawl board and screed bar marks. This is normal and may not
be evident until the polishing process has been completed and sealer applied.
It is the case that the concrete surface will be subject to hairline cracking and minor surface
chips during the process of the build. These will be patched using grouting and filling
techniques as best as possible but will be evident and become part of the character of this
type of floor.
The above issues that arise are out of the control of the polishing contractor, being part of
the process and not a reflection of the workmanship of the floor polishing process.
To achieve this ‘salt n pepper’ level of exposure look without patches of aggregate or
variations in colour and surface variations from the trowel of the concreter, the placement
must be perfect. This is an expectation that can be difficult for the concreter to achieve
without completely optimal conditions for achieving this.
This type of flooring is architecturally desirable and truly beautiful in the eye of those that
understand the process and the variations of this natural product. If yourself or your
architect have specified this, it is vitally important to understand the complexities of
achieving this result and meeting the expectations of the end user.

Client Understanding:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Concrete is a natural product and being such variations in colour should be expected. Each
floor is unique.
Minimal exposure floors are subject to variations in look from the placement of the concrete
as well as other man made marks such as boot prints, helicopter trowel marks and
indentations, crawl board marks as well as other unspecified variations in colour that the
cause may be difficult to determine. This is not a reflection of poor workmanship.
Cracking and chipping are common and that they are part of the polished concrete process.
These can be filled but will be evident in the finished product.
The exact finish of the floor may vary from generic small samples seen off site. These are to
be used as a guide only as they cannot replicate the placement of a slab poured on site.
Colour variations are often greater when on floors that have dark oxide additive as trowel
marks and variations in colour are often highlighted by this.
Once the floor has been polished and sealed, any request for extra grinding to expose more
aggregate may not be possible due to the progression of the build. If this is requested, then
this is essentially starting the whole process again and as a result will be quoted accordingly.
Every effort has been made by the client to understand the process and possibilities in the
final result and has an acceptance of the variable nature of the finished product.

I have read and understand the above information regarding the minimal exposure finishes.
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(Please read and sign this product information sheet and return with signed contract)

Please see attached images of examples of the descriptions made above:
Example 1:
Colour variation in surface caused by
trowelling of the surface

Example 2:
Marks caused by blades of trowel
machine left on surface during curing

Example 3:
Common variation of colour caused by
slight undulations in the concrete surface
that can only be removed by heavier
grinding to expose more aggregate. This is
common to nearly all salt n’ pepper
exposure of floors.

Example 4:
Colour variation in surface where crawl
boards have been. It is common for a
higher concentration of cement to be
brought to the surface by crawl boards as
well as pressure of boots and trowel
machines. The surface is perfectly flat and
polished only the cement in the surface is
at a higher concentration. This is not
considered a defect by the concreter or
the concrete polisher.

Example 5:
Marks from the trowel that are slightly
lower than the surface surrounding it
often display a lighter appearance. A
heavier grind at the initial stage should
be chosen if this is to be avoided. This
is highlighted to a greater extent by the
use of dark oxides in the concrete.

Example 6:
Boot marks can sometimes
occur. The pressure of the
boot tread pushes the fine
particles below the surface
and brings a higher
concentration to the
surface.

Example 7:
Slight discolouration of the
edges is possible if these
edges have not been
trowelled to a flat finish as
per the main part of the
floor. This will give a lighter
appearance.

Example 8:
This is an example of and area of
floor where the trowel marks are
undulating. The only way to ensure
this discolouration is not present is
to provide a heavier grind at the
initial stage which will expose
slightly more aggregate than the
salt n’ pepper finish’.

Example 9:
As per example 8, this is an
example of the same situation only
that the lower spot is caused by
the concreters screed bar. This can
be removed by a heavier grind at
the initial stage.

The above examples give a good indication of the common effects that occur if this type of
flooring is chosen. Often the client desires this look and is willing to accept these effects as
part of the floor. We are not able to give any indication as to if these will be common to
each job as each floor is individual. As described above, if these are undesirable in the final
finish, then the option of a slightly heavier grind in the initial stage (leading to some small
patches of exposed aggregate in various random locations) should be undertaken.
Many clients love the look of these minimal exposure floors but all the information above
should be considered when making this selection.
Best Regards,
The Pour&Polish Team

